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Abstract

In this paper a new framework for formal verification
is presented. The new framework called EVRM (Efficient
VeRification based on Mathematica [1]) can be used for the
property verification of a Register Transfer Level implemen-
tation using a System Level description as the golden model.
EVRM is based on word level techniques and uses the Math-
ematica tool for the satisfiability procedure. Results show
that it can be orders of magnitude faster than CBMC [2]
in proving property correctness or providing a counterex-
ample for computation-intensive applications. For certain
applications CBMC requires more than 5 hours to provide
an answer, while EVRM provides an answer in less than 10
minutes.

1 Introduction
It is known that almost two thirds of the design cycle of a

digital integrated circuit is spent on verifying its functional-
ity [14]. As designs become more complicated and time-to-
market periods decrease, the needs for efficient verification
frameworks increase.

For verifying digital integrated circuits several ap-
proaches exist. One is the simulation based verification,
whose drawbacks are the long execution time and the in-
ability to assure correctness of the design. On the other
hand, formal verification can be an efficient alternative to
prove that specific properties of the design hold.

Formal verification methods include Symbolic Model
Checking and Theorem Proving. In Model checking [4], the
temporal logic specification is used to check system proper-
ties where the system is modeled as a finite state machine.
Symbolic Model Checking, with boolean encoding of the
finite state machine as ordered binary decision diagrams
(BDDs) can handle more than 1020 states [5]. On the other
hand, Bounded Model Checking (BMC) for linear temporal
logic (LTL) can be reduced to propositional satisfiability in
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polynomial time where bound is the maximal length of a
counterexample and solved using SAT solvers [6].

For Theorem provers both the system and its desired
properties are expressed as formulas in some mathemati-
cal logic and the theorem prover finds a proof from axioms
of the system. SVC [8] and its enhanced version CVC [9]
are automatic theorem provers for first order logic. PVS
[7] combines decision procedures and model checking with
interactive proof. Theorem provers in contrast to model
checkers can handle infinite state spaces but generally re-
quire manual intervention and are hard to use.

It is a common practice to write a System Level func-
tional description of the digital IC in the first design stages.
This description after verification can be used as the golden
model for the Register Transfer Level implementation of the
circuit. One approach for this kind of verification is CBMC
[2], which uses a C specification of the circuit to verify the
RTL model. The techniques to capture the model are the
same as in BMC approaches and a bit-level SAT solver [10]
is used to produce a counterexample or to prove the correct-
ness of the assertions.

In this paper we describe an alternative approach to
CBMC for verifying properties of an RTL description us-
ing its System Level specification. The approach is orders
of magnitude faster than CBMC for computational inten-
sive applications by sacrificing bit-level accuracy, which
may not be needed during the early stages of the verifica-
tion process. The back-end tool used in the framework is
Mathematica, a well known commercial symbolic analysis
tool. In the next section of this paper we describe the moti-
vation behind this approach. In Section 3 we formulate the
problem that needs to be solve, while in Sections 4 and 5
we explain the reasons behind using Mathematica and the
proposed framework in more detail. Finally, Sections 6 and
7 present our results and conclusions.

2 Motivation

In this section we discuss the motivation behind the us-
age of word level techniques and Mathematica. As men-
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tioned before, CBMC is the only bounded model checking
approach for verifying properties of an RTL implementa-
tion based on a System Level description. CBMC uses a
SAT solver as the back-end tool for proving the assertion or
providing a counterexample. The whole program needs to
be converted in a Conjuntive Normal Form (CNF), which
will be the input to the SAT solver [10].

A major bottleneck for the SAT solver is the memory re-
quirements of a CNF. If the required memory exceeds the
available physical memory, the swap file will be employed.
Therefore, all non-local accesses for the formula will in-
volve the disk and become very expensive. There are two
factors that will determine the size of a CNF, the number of
clauses and the number of literals.

The number of clauses depends on the logic that the cir-
cuit will implement. Arithmetic operations like addition,
or multiplication produce a large number of clauses [3]. A
behavioral System Level description of a computational in-
tensive application is expected to include mainly arithmetic
operations. Therefore, for computational intensive applica-
tions the number of generated clauses can make the usage
of a SAT solver inefficient.

Besides the number of clauses, the number of literals of
a CNF will impact the running time and depends again on
the logic of the circuit. The arithmetic operations affect that
number depending on the type of operators and the size of
input operands. Moreover, the number of literals increases
with the number of cycles for which the model checking
is performed. However, given the area constraints in the
synthesis of digital circuits and that significant properties
require a large amount of cycles to be proved, the bound in
the number of cycles cannot be small for realistic designs
and that can lead to an explosion in the memory require-
ments. As an example in [2] for a DRAM Arbiter, which is
not expected to have many arithmetic operations, the mem-
ory usage was 2GB for sufficiently large bounds.

The above discussion reveals the need for a higher level
of a abstraction for the System Level and the RTL models
used for verification. Especially, for computational inten-
sive applications verification techniques at the word level
would be extremely useful for the reasons mentioned above.
By representing the two models using a conjunction of word
level formulas many important properties of a computa-
tional intensive description can be verified, as will be shown
in the next sections. The cycle accuracy of the RTL descrip-
tion can be maintained, however the bit accuracy will be
lost. The bit accurate implementation of the design can ver-
ified later in the design cycle when word level design faults
have been eliminated.

Approaches that have already used word level techniques
for verification problems include [7],[8], [9]. None of these
approaches can handle multiplication of two variables in an
efficient way. In [11] the authors used SVC [8] to verify as-

sembly routines used in DSP software. Because SVC uses
uninterpreted functions to handle all operations except addi-
tion and subtraction, the authors had to support user-defined
properties, which would specify for example the multiplica-
tion is a commutative operator. Moreover, heuristics were
written for operand reordering and expression normaliza-
tion.

Since computational intensive applications are expected
to have a large amount of complicated arithmetic expres-
sions, the designer would need to define all the important
properties for multiplication and division. Then the prop-
erties that combine two or more operators also have to be
specified, like a(b + c) = ab + ac. Furthermore, the heuris-
tics for simplifying or reducing complex arithmetic expres-
sions should be as complete as possible for these applica-
tions. Obviously, the manual effort for verifying compu-
tational intensive applications using these word level tools
is large and makes their usage for this kind of verification
problems inappropriate.

In conclusion, there is a need for another approach to
functional verification of computation intensive applica-
tions. This approach should be able to prove functional
correctness by bringing variables to the infinite domain, so
that the verification procedure will be fast and should use
word-level provers that will not require manual effort from
the user for defining the properties of commonly used arith-
metic operators like non-linear multiplication.

3 Problem Formulation

In this section we formulate the problem that we try to
solve. Given a System Level and a synchronous, single-
clocked RTL description, with a mapping of corresponding
input variables, a bound in terms of clock cycles, and an
assertion inserted in the code, we try either to prove that
the assertion is true for that specific bound and for all valid
input values, or find a counterexample that can make the
assertion false. We try to solve the problem by bringing all
variables to the infinite-precision domain.

4 Mathematica

Mathematica [1] is a technical computing package with
a very rich library for symbolic computation. It includes
solvers for sets of formulas in different domains (Boolean,
Integer, Real) and has built-in the properties of the most
commonly used arithmetic operators of each domain. The
advantage of Mathematica is that is a generic package and,
therefore, the user will not have to spend manual effort to
express the properties of word level operations. Moreover,
it is a powerful symbolic analysis tools and supports solvers
at the integer and real domain, avoiding the translation of
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Figure 1. The EVRM framework

arithmetic expressions to binary numbers. Finally, arith-
metic expression manipulation with Mathematica has been
used efficiently in the past for several compiler problems
[12], [13].

5 Verification Framework

In this section we will present the EVRM (Efficient VeR-
ification based on Mathematica) framework. A schematic
representation of EVRM is shown in Figure 1. As it can be
seen from this figure the framework can be broken into three
parts. The first and second parts implement the transfor-
mation of the System-Level and RTL descriptions to word
level expressions. The third part generates the Mathematica
statements from these expressions. Then these statements
are going to be the input to the Mathematica Kernel, which
is going to either prove the validity of the asserted prop-
erty or provide a counterexample, for which the property is
invalid. In the next sections we describe each part of the
framework in more detail.

5.1 System-Level description to Word-Level Ex-
pressions

The SL description is transformed to word level expres-
sions using the techniques presented in [3]. Currently, the
input SL description should be in ANSI C. The first step
is to unwind all loops in the code and to tranform switch
statements to if statements. Then the code is converted in
a Static Single Assignment (SSA) form. At the end of the
transformation phase the code consists of assignment state-
ments and if statements.

5.2 Register Transfer Level description to Word-
Level Expressions

For this process we assume that the RTL description rep-
resents a Finite State Machine of a single clock design. The
process starts by finding the registers of the circuit. Then the
program is transformed to a set of assignment statements
and if statements by modifying the control structures of the
description. This process is described in detail in [3].

5.3 Word-Level Equations

After transforming the two descriptions in sequential
programs that contain only if statements and assignments,
the generation of guarded word-level equations starts.

A guarded word-level equation has the form:

(cond) ? var = Expr1 : var = Expr2

where cond is a binary variable that represents the conjuc-
tion of all conditions that should be true, in order for the
assignment to be executed. These are the conditions of the
nested if-statements, in the blocks of which the assignment
is placed. The conditions are represented by:

ExprLe f t Operator ExprRight

where Operator can be any of the >,<,==, ! =,>=,<=
and ExprLe f t, ExprRight are arithmetic expressions con-
sisting of constants, variables, parenthesized subexpres-
sions, and arithmetic operators, like +,−,∗,/. The same
applies for Expr1 and Expr2 of the guarded word level
equation. In the guarded word level equation var is the
name of the variable that is assigned.

All guarded word-level expressions are later transformed
to Mathematica statements. The above generic guarded
word level expression will be translated to:
{

cond &&var == Expr1
} ∣∣∣

∣∣∣
{

!(cond)&&var == Expr2
}

The variables of the above expressions can have several
types. Most commonly used for DSP applications are Inte-
gers and Reals. Variables may also have compound types
and indexed multi-dimensional arrays can be used in all
arithmetic expressions.
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5.3.1 FindInstance statement

After all expressions, which represent the constraints im-
posed by the two descriptions, are transformed to equivalent
Mathematica expressions, the asserted expression will also
be transformed. Then the conjunction of the all constraints
and the negation of the assertion will be the expression that
if it is satisfiable then the asserted property does not hold.
Satisfiability of this expression means that there are inputs
that satisfy all constraints imposed by the descriptions of the
specification and the implementation and satisfy the negated
property as well. Therefore, the property is not valid for all
inputs.

Mathematica version 5.0 has a statement that allows the
user to find an instance of a set of variables that makes an
expression valid. The syntax of the generated statement will
be:

FindInstance [ E1 &&E2 &&...&&!A︸ ︷︷ ︸
expression

,

variables︷ ︸︸ ︷
{a,b,c, ...} , D ]

The first argument is the expression which may become
true for an instance of the set of variables given as a second
argument. The third argument D is the domain to which
the variables belong. The domain can be Integers, Reals, or
Booleans in this case. As explained previously the gener-
ated statement by EVRM sets as first argument the conjunc-
tion of the constraints (E1,E2, ...) and the negated assertion
A. The set of variables given as the second argument are the
set of all inputs and variables of the description.

The FindInstance exits either by reporting the empty set,
in which case it has proven that there are no values for the
variables that can make the expression hold, or by reporting
values for the variables that will make the expression hold.

5.3.2 Optimizations

In the CBMC approach the SL and RTL descriptions were
translated to a CNF. Bit vector arithmetic operations in this
case were transformed to CNF by using actual circuit gate
representation. Since these circuits normally work on two
input variables, there was no way to reduce the problem
instance by replacing variables with their definition. How-
ever, in our case replacing a variable with its actual defi-
nition can reduce the size of the input expression and the
cardinality of the variables set for the FindInstance state-
ment.

So, if a == b + c is an input word level expression with
guard == TRUE , then it was transformed to a statement
a = b+ c, which was executed before FindInstance. More-
over, a == b + c could be removed from the set of con-
straint expressions and did not need to be part of the first
argument of FindInstance, since it was forced. Added to

...
mse=0;
for (i=0;i<N;i++) {
  for(j=0;j<N;j++) {
    c1 = a[i][j]*a[i][j];
    c2 = 2*b[i][j]*a[i][j];
    c3 = b[i][j]*b[i][j];
    mse+=c1-c2+c3;
  }
}
mse = mse/(N*N);
assert(mse==yhwOut);

...
msee1v5=c1e1v4+c3e1v4+msee1v4-c2e1v4;
msee1v6=msee1v5/ 4;
...
FindInstance[!(msee1v6 == msehwNexte1v1)\
,{ahwe1v0el1, ahwNexte1v0el1,...,b11e1v0},\
Integers]

Translation
&

Optimization

Mathematica
Kernel

...
In[227]:=
In[228]:=
In[229]:=
In[230]:=
Out[230]=
{{ahwe1v0el1 -> -227,
ahwNexte1v0el1 -> 88,
ahwNexte1v0el2 -> -5,
ahwNexte1v0el3 -> 34,
ahwNexte1v0el4 -> -7,
...,
b11e1v0 -> -118}}

...
In[227]:=
In[228]:=
In[229]:=
Out[229]= {}
In[230]:=

Counterexample

Proof of 
Validity

Figure 2. Example for the Generated Code

that, a was removed from the set of variables, as Mathe-
matica would replace every instance of a with b + c. This
optimization was applied to non-guarded expressions and
reduced the problem instances.

Figure 2 shows some example instances of the generated
statements and the output of Mathematica for a part of a C
program.

6 Experimental Results

In this section the experimental results for 5 benchmarks
will be presented. The characteristics of each benchmark
are summarized in Table 1. The system-level specification
of each application was written in C. The RTL implemen-
tation was described in RTL C. All results were taken on
SUN Ultrasparc machines, with OS Solaris 9, and 256MB
of physical memory. As explained above, the results are
compared to CBMC as existing word-level solvers,to the
best of our knowledge, cannot handle frequently used arith-
metic operators without manual effort for the specification
of the operators’ properties.
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Table 1. Applications Characteristics
Application Matrix Multiplication FIR filter Laplace Transform Sobel Transform MSE

System-level lines 27 15 19 24 19
RTL lines 185 106 129 146 97

Chaff input clauses 1,034,271 145,635 8,964 28,885 339,010
Chaff input literals 308,158 44,024 4,547 10,332 101,206

Mathematica input expressions 3,701 1,037 294 303 222
Mathematica input variables 99 51 165 170 33

Table 2. Time to Prove Validity of the Assertion
Application Matrix Multiplication FIR filter Laplace Transform Sobel Transform MSE

time with CBMC > 5 h > 5 h > 5 h > 5 h > 5 h
time with EVRM 5:06 min 1:14 min 10:27 min 44:40 min 0:41 min

Matrix Multiplication This application implemented the
multiplication of two 3x3 matrices. The assertion was
checking whether the element of the last row and last col-
umn of the resulting matrix was the same for the two de-
scriptions. For the system-level description the input values
were stored in 2 dimensional matrices, whereas in the RTL
implementation they were stored in single dimensional reg-
ister arrays. Moreover, the elements of the resulting matrix
were computed in a column-wise manner in system-level
and in a row-wise in the RTL description. Added to that,
the structure of the code was completely different for the
two descriptions. In the system-level specification a 3-deep
loop nest was implementing the multiplication after the ini-
tialization stage, compared to an 18-state RTL implemen-
tation, which produced the multiplication result after 140
cycles.

As shown in Table 2 for a correct version of the RTL
implementation, it took almost 5 minutes for the EVRM
framework to prove correctness for any two input matrices.
This time is broken into two parts, the time to generate the
statements and expressions from the two descriptions and
the time it takes for Mathematica to read these statements
and expressions and produce a result. The generation part
took 4 minutes and the Mathematica part took 1 minute.
With CBMC after 5 hours no result could be produced.

In the second experiment done with this application a
bug was inserted in the RTL implementation. The bug was
in the initialization of one of the variables. As shown in
Table 3 it takes almost 5 minutes for EVRM to produce a
counterexample, while for CBMC the time is close to 15
minutes. In case the matrices were larger, like 4x4 or 5x5
the difference could be larger as the memory requirements
of CBMC would increase.

FIR filter The next application used was a 4-tap FIR fil-
ter. The assertion was checking for the equivalence of the

last element of the output array. The RTL description was
implemented as an FSM of 12 states and produced the result
after 65 cycles.

EVRM proved the equivalence of the two descriptions in
less than 2 minutes, out of which 1 minute was spent in the
generation of the statements and expressions for Mathemat-
ica.

In the second expreriment for this application a bug was
added for the output result. This time the bug would affect
only a subset of the possible output values. The bug forced
the output values for the RTL implementation not to exceed
the value 8192, whereas for the system-level specification
the result could be any integer value. EVRM found a coun-
terexample after 1 minute and 17 seconds. In both cases the
running time with CBMC was more than 5 hours.

Laplace Transform This application implemented one
step of the Laplace transformation. The values were stored
in an two dimensional array in the System Level descrip-
tion, whereas in the RTL they were in a one dimensional
array of registers. Moreover, the order of the computations
was different in the two models.

EVRM proved that the output value of the two descrip-
tions was equal for all inputs in almost 10 minutes. For the
faulty version of the same algorithm a counterexample was
found in less than a minute. The fault was the removal of
the condition that did not allow the array elements to exceed
the value 255 in the RTL description. For CBMC the bound
of 5 hours was reached before an answer was given by the
program.

Sobel Transform This application was implementing the
Sobel Transform. The assertion checked to whether the
computation of the new value based on its eight neighbor
points was correct for the RTL implementation. It took al-
most 45 min for EVRM to prove the validity of the property.
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Table 3. Time to Produce Counterexample
Application Matrix Multiplication FIR filter Laplace Transform Sobel Transform MSE

time with CBMC 14:52 min > 5 h > 5 h > 5 h 40:27 min
time with EVRM 5:23 min 1:17 min 0:37 min 7:07 min 0:40 min

The second experiment was done with a faulty imple-
mentation. The original RTL implementation was imple-
menting the abs function by checking if the difference for
the horizontal sobel transform was negative and in that case
multiplying by -1. This was deleted in the faulty implemen-
tation allowing negative results of the difference. Again this
bug will not be visible for all inputs as many will produce
positive values for the horizontal difference. It took about
7 minutes for EVRM to find a counterexample that invali-
dated the assertion.

In both cases after 5 hours CBMC did not produce any
result.

Mean Squared Error Computation The last application
was implementing mean squared error computation. The
input to the algorithm were two 2x2 matrices for which the
mse value was computed by the SL and RTL descriptions.
EVRM could prove correctness for this property in time less
than a minute.

The second experiment with this application involved the
addition of bug in the RTL description. The inserted bug
affected the initialization of a variable. Again EVRM found
a counterexampleafter 40 secs. In this case CBMC provides
a counterexample for the assertion after 40 minutes.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a new approach for the
verification of specific properties of an RTL implementa-
tion based on an executable System Level specification. The
new framework is intended for computational intensive ap-
plications and is based on word level techniques and uses
Mathematica for the satisfiability procedure. The current
approaches for the same problem are based on bit level
SAT solvers.The results show orders of magnitude of per-
formance improvement compared to CBMC, a tool used for
RTL to SL verification. Our future work will include ex-
tension to the Mathematica expressions, so that more pro-
gramming constructs can be processed, like pointers. More-
over, we plan to develop more optimizations to reduce the
problem instance for the Mathematica kernel. With those
optimizations we will try to reduce the running time even
more. Finally, we will try to tackle some aspects of the fault
coverage issues at the word level.
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